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We have good news...
and they come from Europe!



Bear (Ursus arctos)



Bears: 



Lynx (Lynx lynx)



Lynx:



Wolf (Canis lupus)



Wolves:



Wolverine (Gulo gulo)



Wolverines:



What’s behind 
Europe’s success?
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Where would a wolf 
apply for residency?

Wolves 11,000
Twice as 

many 
despite

5,400
(lower 48)

Area 4.3 M km2 half the size 8 M km2

Human 
density 116.2 / km2

three times 
more people 

per km2
40 / km2

“I know this is not scientific, but Wikipedia disputes your statistics”
(U.S. Mission to the European Union)



And wilderness in all this?



92/43/EEC “Habitats Directive”



Annex V (management)
Spanish populations north of 
the Duero, Greek populations 
north of the 39th parallel, 
Finnish populations within the 
reindeer management area as 
defined in paragraph 2 of the 
Finnish Act No 848/90 of 14 
September 1990 on reindeer 
management, Bulgarian, 
Latvian, Lithuanian, Estonian, 
Polish and Slovak populations.

Annex IV (strict protection)

Non EU countries

The wolf under the 
Habitats Directive

Both 
annexes IV and V 

require FCS



Favourable Conservation 
Status (FCS)

Article 1 (i) of the Habitats Directive:



Recipes for abundance

• A wide variety of context specific practices, 
combined with political will:

- Galicia: wolves predate on free-ranging mountain 
horses

- Romania: bears occur at high densities despite there 
is no compensation for damages on livestock

- Poland: wolf recovery is welcomed by forest industries

- Sweden: reindeer herders are paid for wolverine 
reproductions



Traditional herding practices



Innovative practices
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Payments



Build public opinion



Supportive stakeholders



Perspectives on conflicts



Recovering carnivores 
means conflict

• Conflicts worse when predators return

• Challenge status-quo

• Ask inconvenient questions

• Become strong symbols

• Provide political services



Challenge status quo



Ask inconvenient questions



Become strong symbols





• Carnivores often exploited as a tool by 
economic sectors to get advantages they 
could never obtain otherwise or secure 
their power

• Carnivores allow politicians to pose as 
saviors of people they usually do not care 
about.

Provide political services
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Strategic understanding 
of conflicts

• Abuse of science

• Poor enforcement

• Assault against legislation



Abuse of science (1)

        Sweden has consistently tried to 
avoid fulfilling its obligations under the 
Habitats Directive

• Hunting to increase acceptance, then to 
reduce inbreeding

• Claims wolves are recovered by counting 
Finnish and Russian wolves and relying on 
future improvements



Abuse of science (2)

Chapron et al. 2013. Science

Chapron. 2014. Nature



Poor enforcement



Assault against legislation



Perspectives on conflicts
• Returning predators challenge current allocation of 

power, often resulting from predator extermination

• Securing predators may require to establish new 
allocation of power

• Power is never given by itself but under when cost of 
keeping it is higher than cost of losing it

• Litigation and favorable court rulings are important 
environmental tools in modern democracies

• May need to escalate conflicts to win milestone legal 
battles and make return of predators irreversible

• Require powerful narratives to build public opinion



“a place for pioneers”


